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A N S W E R  K E Y  

GRAMMAR – 15pts    (half point for each correct answer) 

 (1) off     (2 ) among     (3) whose    (4) not    ( 5) either    (6) with     (7) some    (8) why     

(9) both   (10) anyone  / someone /      (11) few    (12) by    (13) into    (14) over    (15) what    

(16) a   (17) instead     (18) to    (19) addressing    (20)  all 

21  B    22 D   23  A    24   C 

25 S     26 D     27  S    28 S   29 D    30 D  

VOCABULARY – 10pts  (half point for each correct answer) 

1  G    2 A    3 B    4 E    5 H    6 D 

7 assumption    8 Logically   9 reasonable    10 thought    11 confusion    12 concept                      

13 undoubtedly    16 sensible    

15 D    16 A    17 E    18 F    19 B    20 C           

 

VOCABULARY – Progressive test   (1 point for every 2 correctly spelled answers) 

Animation, biography/biopic, buddy movie, cartoon, chick flick, chiller, costume drama, 

docudrama, documentary,  epic, feature, film strip, home movie, horror movie, remake, road 

movie, romance, satire. screwball comedy,  silent movie, slasher, spaghetti western, weepie,  

 

READING COMPREHENSION – 10pts   (one point for each correct answer): 

1 B   2 B      3 C    4 D    5 A    6 D                7 T    8 F    9 NS    10 F  

 

LISTENING COMPREHENSION – 5pts  (half point for each correct answer)   

1 F     2 NS      3 T     4 F     5 NS    6 T 

7  design,   layout   8  search engine    9 title tag     10 spider 
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L I S T E N I N G  T A P E S C R I P T  (Please read or listen once.) 

Reeta: I’ve looked at your website and the overall design and layout is very good. There are 

just a few aspects that need to be improved so that it’s optimised for search engines.                            

Anthony: I don’t want to sound stupid, but what exactly is search engine optimisation?                              

Reeta: Don’t worry. Please feel free to ask as many questions as you want. I prefer my clients 

to understand what I’m doing. Search engine optimisation is basically making sure that 

search engines can find your website, and then that your  potential customers can also find it.                     

Anthony: I see. So this doesn’t just 

happen automatically?                                                             Reeta: No, if a site isn’t 

optimised it could just get lost out there, as it were.                               Anthony: So, what do 

we need to do?                                                                                                     Reeta: We 

need to make sure that your website, and your homepage in particular, includes the relevant 

keywords.                                                                                                                                 

Anthony: Just a minute. What are 

keywords?                                                                                       Reeta: Those are the words a 

person types into a search engine. Your  company sells wooden toys, so an 

obvious  keyword phrase is ‘wooden toys’                         Anthony: OK, 

how do we include them?                                         Reeta: We 

make sure that the content, the text your customer is going to read, includes these words 

several times. The trick is to make it still sound natural, so that customers aren’t put off. 

                                                        

Anthony: And this will mean that when a customer searches for wooden toys they are more 

likely to find my site.                                          

Reeta: That’s right. We also need to think about what other searches your potential customers 

could be making. For example, ‘child’s birthday present’, and include these key words. I’ll 

rewrite all the content to optimise it for keywords.       

Anthony: Great. What else are you going to do?                                               

Reeta: I need to change your title tags.                                   

Anthony: What’s a title tag?                                           

Reeta: It’s the code that creates the words that appear in the top bar of the browser. At the 

moment yours say things like ‘Page 2’ and ‘Page 3’. We need to change these so they include 

your company name and some of the keywords.                                   

Anthony: Anything else?                                                                                       

Reeta: Yes, the search engines prefer sites that have new content added to them, so I suggest 

that we regularly update the information on your site. For example, you could highlight a 

different toy every month, or run special campaigns  at different times of the year, such 

as Christmas. This will keep the search engine spiders visiting your site.    

Anthony: Spiders?                                                                   

Reeta: Yes. A spider is a program which searches the internet for web pages. Then it sends the 

page to a search engine. So search engines use spiders to find new and changed pages. 

It’s important that spiders can find your site.                                              

Anthony: Well, I didn’t know there were spiders on the internet. Now, another thing … 
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R O L E P L A Y  

 

TEACHER 

 

You are sitting in a café talking with your best friend about your study and  

career plans. Your friend has already decided to carry on studying at university, 

although he/she is not quite sure whether it should be medicine, law, or science. 

However, you do not plan to spend another five or six years at university.   You 

think that education doesn’t pay, moreover life itself is the best university.  Your 

friend is a bit shocked with your attitude and tries to persuade you to change 

your mind. 

 
 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

R O L E P L A Y  

 

STUDENT   

 

You are sitting in a café talking with your best friend about your study and  

career plans. You have already decided to carry on studying at university, 

although you are not quite sure whether it should be medicine, law, or science. 

However, your friend who is very bright and intelligent doesn’t want to go to 

university, because he/she thinks that education doesn’t pay. Think of arguments 

you are going to use to persuade him/her that he/she is not right. 
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P I C T U R E  S T O R Y  
 

Use the picture below to make a story with the title:  WATCH YOUR FIGURE 
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